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In This Unit, Pre-Readers Will Learn the Following:

Coloring

Cutting

Name writing

Following directions

Pasting

Tracing

In addition, students will practice:
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Beginning sounds

Days of the week

Early handwriting

Early journaling

Letter sounds: Mm, Ss, Ff, Tt

Listening comprehension skills

Phonics, Language Arts, Pre-Reading

Skills:

Living things/basic needs of living

things

Environment

Humans/animals/plants

Science:
Community

Healthy activities

Maps

Past vs present

Pollution

Recreation

Rules

Social Studies:



In This Unit, 1st and 2nd Graders Will Learn the Following:

Initial/Middle/Final sounds

Long and short vowel sound

review

Review the first one-hundred

Fry Words

Y in funny

Y in my

Begin the second one-hundred

Fry Words

Phonics/Decoding:

ABC order

Nouns

Rhyme

Syllables

Verbs

Language Arts:

Application of knowledge of text features to

aid in understanding of text

Apply foundational reading skills to

demonstrate comprehension

Ask and answer questions about a given text

Compare and contrast

Main idea

Read and comprehend a variety of non-

fiction appropriate for grades 1-2

Research 

Summarize

Reading Comprehension:

Narrative writing

Opinion writing

Writing:

Calendars

Citizenship

Equal rights

Mapping skills

Natural resources

Past vs. present

The Pledge of Allegiance

Recreation

Timelines

Weather

Social Studies:
Caves

Classification of organisms

Clouds

Data

Diversity of life

Fog

Glaciers

Habitats

How to reduce human impact on the

environment

Hydrothermal features in Yellowstone

Plants, animals, humans and what they need

to survive

Scientific method - observations

Weather and weather patterns

Science:
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In This Unit, 3rd - 5th Graders Will Learn the Following:

Analyze text

Application of knowledge of text features to

aid in understanding of text

Apply reading skills to demonstrate

comprehension

Ask and answer questions about a given text

Compare and contrast

Main idea

Read and comprehend a variety of non-

fiction appropriate for grades 3-5

Research 

Summarize

Reading Comprehension:

Narrative writing: Characteristics of narrative writing, purpose, use of transition words, sequence of

events, 

Opinion writing: Characteristics of opinion writing, purpose, organization of opinion writing

Writing:

Adaptations of Native Americans to their

changing environment

Bill of Rights

Individual rights

Landforms and water features

Latitude/longitude

Lithosphere/hydrosphere/biosphere

Mapping

Social Studies:
Caves

Consumer, producer, decomposer

Fog

Geological forces and land changes

Glaciers

Hydrothermal features in Yellowstone

Observe, identify, and classify rocks

Protecting Earth’s resources and its

environment

Plants, animals, and what they need to survive

Science:

Commas

Compound words

Contractions

Abstract nouns

Nouns

Plurals

Possessive nouns

Prefix/suffix

Prepositions

Verbs

Language Arts:



In This Unit, Middle Schoolers Will Learn the Following:

Analyze text

Application of knowledge of text features to

aid in understanding of text

Apply reading skills to demonstrate

comprehension

Ask and answer questions about a given text

Author’s perspective

Cite textual evidence to support ideas

Compare and contrast

Delineate and evaluate specific claims in a

text

Main idea

Read and comprehend a variety of non-

fiction appropriate for Middle School

Research 

Summarize

Vocabulary, content-specific words

Reading Comprehension:

Narrative writing: Characteristics of

narrative writing, purpose, use of transition

words, sequence of events, build on the

exposition

Opinion writing: Characteristics of opinion

writing, purpose, organization of opinion

writing, strong arguments

Writing:

Ancient civilizations in the area that is now

America

Citizenship and the role of citizens

worldwide

Nature’s impact on the world

The impact of major government on human

rights

World-wide natural resources

Social Studies:

Caves

Earth’s layers

Fog

Food chains and food webs

Fossils

Glaciers

Hydrothermal Features in Yellowstone

Natural resources

Producer/consumer/decomposer

Tectonic plates

Science:

Active/passive voice

Infinitives

Subject/verb agreement

Types of sentences

Language Arts:



In This Unit, High Schoolers Will Learn the Following:

Analyze text

Application of knowledge of text features to

aid in understanding of text

Apply reading skills to demonstrate

comprehension

Ask and answer questions about a given text

Author’s perspective

Cite textual evidence to support ideas

Compare and contrast

Delineate and evaluate specific claims in a

text

Main idea

Read and comprehend a variety of non-

fiction appropriate for High School

Research 

Summarize

Vocabulary, content-specific words

Reading Comprehension:

Narrative writing: Characteristics of

narrative writing, purpose, use of transition

words, sequence of events, dialogue, multiple

plot lines

Opinion writing: Characteristics of opinion

writing, purpose, organization of opinion

writing, strong arguments, strong evidence

Writing:

The Gilded Age: 1870 - 1900

Analyze the development of the west

and how it impacted those who lived

there

Causes and consequences of the

“Indian Wars” and how the lives of

Native Americans changed

Causes and consequences of the

industrial revolution

Social Studies:

Caves

Differentiate between natural pollution and

pollution caused by humans

Fog

Glaciers

Household toxins and how to dispose of them

properly

Hydrothermal features in Yellowstone

Major sources of pollution and their impact

on the environment

Reduce, reuse, recycle

Types of pollution

Waste management

Science:

Analogies

Analyzation of nuance in words

Greek Roots

Latin Roots

Language Arts:


